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WHAT

 

Our Digital Finance Programme

First Intuition has designed and developed ‘finance-flavoured’ programmes to help accounting and finance professionals gain a
better understanding of digital technologies: how they are relevant to the finance world and how they can help provide insight
and impactful support for business decision-making.

Introducing our Level 1 and Level 2 Courses
Our immersive courses deliver the key topics in an interactive session led by our digital finance expert. The course, whilst
delivering the key messages and key facts/approaches, takes the opportunity to work with other delegates with workshop-based
case studies and activities to apply learning to real-world examples and individuals’ own roles and organisations. Value is created
in a shared learning experience which includes goal setting and opportunity for reflection on current and future practices.

Level 1 
Digital Finance Essentials

Level 2 
Data Analytics for Finance

An understanding of the changes we can make from
digital transformation through to marginal gains, including
an insight into:

Automation
Data analytics and data visualisation
Machine learning and artificial intelligence
Blockchain and cryptocurrency

The skills and roles required to undergo digital
transformation
The possible barriers and pain points and thus the
mindset shift required for digital transformation
The organisation culture and growth mindset required for
successful change and implementation of digital
technologies
Ethical considerations and digital risk management

This programme will help to create a level of essential
knowledge and understanding of digital finance trends and
the technologies enabling the shift. It will introduce the key
concepts, terms, techniques and roles as well as looking at
the emerging digital assets and liabilities affecting business.

This one day course covers the essentials of the digital
accounting and finance function, including:

An understanding of data, big data and data analytics
The four levels of data analytics (Describe, Diagnose,
Predict and Prescribe)
How statistical tools can help us to identify patterns and
outliers
How we can visualise the data and tell the story
Explore tools and technology for data analytics and data
visualisation
The challenges such as data quality, data bias and ethical
issues
Data Analytics framework
Skills and roles in Data Analytics

The role of the accountant has and is changing, as technology
drives the need for new skills and new ways of working. Do
you want to learn how to harness the power of data analytics
and create value in your business and for your clients?

This programme will enable you to understand how data
analytics can transform an organisation and the services it
offers and well as how you can enhance your data translation
skills. 

On this two-day course you will cover:

“I think the course is for everyone, as the change
and advancements are coming and we all need to

embrace them to stay relevant.”



WHY
Why Digital Finance Training?

Understand the business
Know the data that is available and relevant
Plan, collect and use the right data
Ask the right questions of the data – apply critical thinking
Interpret the data in relation to financial performance
Use professional scepticism to evaluate the data
Be able to present and communicate findings and key messages
Support business decision-making, level up performance, reduce
risk and costs, and understand the future business environment

A shift in the technological landscape means finance professionals
are required to adapt their skillset to support the changes
happening internally in day-to-day activities and externally in the
business environment.

Digital skills are the skills needed to use and utilise digital devices,
applications, programmes, and systems in order to share
information and work efficiently in the evolving industry. Data skills
include the collection of data, pattern identification, visualisation,
protection of data, and data analytics. For those working in a finance
role, there is a real opportunity to lead organisations to better
business decisions driven by new insights rather than simply
reporting on past events.

Finance professionals need to have digital and analytical skills to:

Be a connection between people with disparate skills
and roles 
Support the bridging of technological, knowledge, and
communication gaps 
Create relations with data and systems between roles,
workers, teams, and domains 
Inform R&D or clients with consumer, marketplace, and
business insight 
Apply the creative power of digital science to the overall
business enterprise/clients business 
Unlock, add, and communicate the value of digital
technologies available to adopt in attendees' businesses

The traditional skill set of finance professionals is not
redundant but the need to enhance it with the help of
computers to create more value for the business and client
is essential. As data is growing rapidly the finance
professional has a key role in supporting better business
decision-making, enhancing productivity and benefiting
from the vast volume of data now available. 

As finance professionals working in a business to support
other functions, teams and clients, what can these digital
and data skills enable:

The Digital Finance Environment

WHO
Who is the programme for?

With an interest in digital and data analytics and keen to learn
more, or
Where digital and data analytics are becoming relevant for
their role and they need to develop their skill set, or 
Who lead or manage staff who use digital and data analytics.

This programme is for accounting and finance professionals at any
stage in their career journey looking to build their awareness of
the digital technologies which are relevant to the finance world,
and the impact they are having on the business environment. 

This programme will help staff to develop a common frame of
reference and terminology for improving their internal planning of
how to adopt digital finance technologies with most impact. These
new courses offer an opportunity for professionals to increase
their knowledge, develop broader technology skills, and
understand how technology can create value for their
organisations. They are suited for:

HOW

We have open public courses available for booking
individual or small cohorts on to or we can offer bespoke
delivery for your internal cohorts at your premises, online
live or at our First Intuition centre. 

Digital Finance Essentials
1 day course - 09:30 - 16:00
Public online live course:
£450 per delegate

Data Analytics for Finance
2 day course - 09:30 - 16:00
Public online live course:
£850 per delegate

Course dates and prices

“I feel this has really inspired me to think more
out of the box in terms of presenting information

– adding charts etc to the information that
previously has been predominantly data.”

"The course really opened my eyes into how much the business world is
changing in terms of its requirements from Finance.”

Bespoke courses – For between 8-25 delegates we can
deliver a programme with activities to suit the experiences
and knowledge of your team. Price on application

For further information please contact
louisamatheson@fi.co.uk


